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Abstract—Multimedia events such as “birthday party” usually
involve the complex interaction between human and objects.
Unlike actions and sports, these events rarely contain unique
motion patterns to be vividly explored for recognition. To
encode rich objects in the events, a common practice is to tag
individual video frame with object labels, represented as a vector
signifying probabilities of object appearances. These vectors are
then pooled across frames to obtain a video-level representation.
The current practices suffer from two deficiencies due to the
direct employment of deep convolutional neural network (DCNN)
and standard feature pooling techniques. First, the use of maxpooling and softmax layers in DCNN over-emphasize the primary
object or scene in a frame, producing a sparse vector that
overlooks the existence of secondary or small-size objects. Second,
feature pooling by max or average operator over sparse vectors
makes the video-level feature unpredictable in modeling the
object composition of an event. To address these problems, this
paper proposes a new video representation, named Object-VLAD,
which treats each object equally and encodes them into a vector
for multimedia event detection. Furthermore, the vector can be
flexibly decoded to identify evidences such as key objects to
recount the reason why a video is retrieved for an event of
interest. Experiments conducted on MED13 and MED14 datasets
verify the merit of Object-VLAD by consistently outperforming
several state-of-the-arts in both event detection and recounting.
Index Terms—Multimedia Event Detection and Recounting,
Object Encoding, Search Result Reasoning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Semantic understanding of video content is traditionally a
challenging problem in multimedia computing [1]–[4], especially with the massive growth of user-generated videos where
there are no constraints on content. In the past few years,
significant progress has been made for retrieval of action and
sport videos by motion features (e.g., motion-relativity [5],
improved dense trajectory [6] and 3D convolutional networks
[7]). In standard benchmark datasets such as Sport-1M [8]
and UCF-101 [9], these videos share the characteristics of
distinctive motion patterns in short duration. Extending these
works for user-generated videos which are rich of multimedia
events, nevertheless, is not straightforward. Multimedia event,
in contrast, is complex in motion patterns and object composition, not mentioning visual diversities in event content that
can span a large temporal scale [10]. Figure 1 shows video
examples of “birthday party” which are rich of activities like
“singing birthday song” and objects like “cake”, “candle” and
“toy”. Compared to sport action like “running”, higher-level
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Fig. 1. Comparison of multimedia event and sport activities. Event “birthday
party” consists of a sequence of interactions: “people sing birthday song”,
“celebrate with cake” and “people receive gift”. Each interaction contains
evidential objects (red and dark yellow bounding boxes). Sport “running”
only consists one interaction “people run on oval track”. The figure is best
viewed in color.

feature representation beyond motion is generally expected to
depict the rich and diverse event content.
This paper addresses multimedia event detection (MED)
and event recounting (MER). MED retrieves videos containing
a target event, while MER explains the reasons why videos
are retrieved by prompting thumbnails relevant to the event.
The provided thumbnails ideally help users to quickly locate
the positive videos from the imperfect search result. The past
efforts are mostly devoted to the derivation of effective features
encapsulating the rich semantic content in videos [11]–[14].
Particularly, with the advancement in deep learning, impressive
performance has been reported by leveraging features in the
deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN) [15]–[17] for
event classifier training. These features include the semantic
labels extracted from the output layer of DCNN [12], [13]
and the spatial information from convolutional layers [14].
In [12], [13], the DCNN predicted scores from as large as
15,000 object categories are encoded as video descriptor. The
empirical studies confirm that object information matters in
event [12] and action [13] recognition and complements with
motion feature. In [14], the descriptors extracted from feature
maps of DCNN are encoded with VLAD (Vector of Linearly
Aggregated Descriptors) [18] and impressive performance is
reported on TRECVID MED/MER benchmarks [10].
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Despite encouraging performance, an issue often overlooked
by the existing approaches is that DCNN is trained with singlelabel classification [15]–[17]. Specifically, due to the use of
max pooling and softmax layers, the network is learned to
recognize one target label for an input. As a sequence, the
neural activations are tuned to highlight the primary object or
scene while masking out secondary object information. This
results in a very sparse prediction of scores especially when
the output layer contains a large number of semantic labels. In
other words, the score distribution is ineffective in reflecting
object composition. Directly employing the DCNN semantic
labels as in [12], [13] is helpful for action recognition, but can
potentially limit MED performance due to loss of secondary
object information. We refer this problem as “loss-in-objectdetails". Utilizing mid-level features as in [14] bypasses the
side-effect of softmax layer, but still, the activation of smallsize objects will be overwhelmed by max-pooling operation
in DCNN.
This paper addresses the problem of “loss in object details” in DCNN, by proposing a new feature Object-VLAD
to describe object composition in videos. During encoding
stage, Object-VLAD samples frames and object candidates,
representing the primary and secondary object information in
a video. Each of them is first described with DCNN mid-layer
feature, and then encoded with VLAD into a compact video
descriptor for MED. During decoding stage, the descriptors
of retrieved videos are unrolled to locate frames and objects
as evidences for MER. The main contribution of this paper is
the proposal of Object-VLAD, a simple yet effective feature
generated using off-the-shelf techniques, in alleviating the
problem of using DCNN features for multimedia events which
are rich of object in different scales. We empirically verify the
power of Object-VLAD in preserving secondary object information through MED datasets [10]. On both MED and MER,
Object-VLAD shows preferable performances compared to
several existing techniques.
The remaining of this paper is organized as below. Section
2 presents the related work in MED and MER. Section 3
motivates the study in this paper by empirically quantifying
the loss-in-details in DCNN network. Section 4 describes
the generation of Object-VLAD in encoding primary and
secondary object information. Section 5 elaborates the use of
Object-VLAD for MED and MER. Sections 6 and 7 present
experimental setup and justify the effectiveness of ObjectVLAD. Finally, Section 8 concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
The challenge of MED comes from capturing the rich but
diverse visual content in videos. Two essential steps include
the extraction of event-relevant features and encoding of the
features for event classifier learning. Along this direction,
various studies include feature extraction [5], [6], [19]–[22],
discriminative learning [23]–[25] and multi-modality modeling
[26]–[28] have been explored. The most related research
efforts to this paper are feature coding [14] and object pooling
[29].
Early efforts in feature extraction include the sampling of
salient points described with SIFT descriptors from video
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keyframes, followed by the encoding of the descriptors as bagof-visual-words (BoW) with spatial pyramid representation
[19], [20]. In addition to static visual patterns, videos naturally
contain motions across multiple frames, in [5], Wang et.al.
propose motion-relativity that accumulates relative movement
between visual words to capture dynamic information in usergenerated videos for event retrieval. Improved dense trajectory
(IDT) encoded with Fisher vector (FV) is later introduced to
capture the video dynamics and shows promising performance
for action and event detection [6]. However, the extraction of
these features, especially IDT, is computationally expensive.
DCNN features, which are efficient to extract from fully connected and convolutional layers, exhibit strong performance
for multimedia event detection as shown in [14], [29], [30].
Subsequently, due to the development of large concept
banks such as Concepts-280 [31], SIN-346 [32], ImageNet
[15], ImageNet-Shuffle [12] and EventNet [21], video content
is described by concept distribution, encoded as a semantical
vector of which each dimension corresponds to the prediction
score of a concept classifier. Compared to low-level features
such as SIFT and IDT, each vector dimension carries a
semantic meaning and hence event detection is feasible even
when there is very few or no training examples [33], [34].
Variants of approaches have been proposed for optimization
of this semantic representation. Examples include conceptlet
[35] which mines a small subset of event-relevant concepts for
event classifier learning, and concept prototypes [22] which
consider the visual diversity of a concept in generating a
semantical vector.
In practice, only a portion of video fragments is discriminative for event description. Instead of using the entire video,
discriminative learning aims to exclude irrelevant or noise portions from classifier learning. For example, in [23], classifier
is learnt to simultaneously identify event-relevant fragments
for robust model training. In [24], linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) is employed for mining discriminative fragments from
training videos. The fragments are leveraged for learning
codebook to encode videos into bag-of-fragments (BoF) for
classifier learning. Instead of eliminating indiscriminative fragments as [24], the approach in [25] weights the importance of
fragments for classifier learning. The importance is determined
by concepts which are deemed to be relevant to the textual
event description by word2vec measure.
Multi-modal approaches leverage text and audio for event
detection. In [26], Zhang et.al. adopt FrameNet, which is
a semantical resource defining daily event scenes, to select
relevant visual concepts from textual event description for
capturing video contents. Since concept detectors are trained
on web images and then applied on videos, domain adaption
technique is used in the concept detector training phase to
reduce the gap between image and video domain. VideoStory
[27] learns the projections of hand-crafted motion feature and
textual description into a cross-modal joint space for feature
embedding. Ideally, the joint space clusters motions into topics
and hence the embedded feature is more powerful in capturing
event context. And, [28] exploits correlations between patches
randomly selected from audio signals and video frames by
auto-encoder for event detection.
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Fig. 2. An experiment designed for quantifying the loss of regional information on convolutional neural network. Two different inputs are compared:
video frame (solid line) and RoI extracted from the frame (dotted line). The
difference between the two inputs is estimated through “scaled feature map
of RoI” and “feature map of scaled RoI”. The figure is best viewed in color.

Our work is closely related to CNN-VLAD [14], and object
pooling [29]. CNN-VLAD applies spatial pyramid pooling on
the feature map of DCNN to preserve spatial information.
The resulting feature is encoded with VLAD and impressive
performance is reported. NetVLAD [36], instead of offline
learning visual codebook as CNN-VLAD, incorporates a novel
layer on top of DCNN for end-to-end learning of codebook.
However, NetVLAD requires sufficient training examples for
performance guarantee. As reported in [37], NetVLAD is
outperformed by CNN-VLAD on TRECVID MED benchmark
dataset due to lack of sufficient positive training examples.
Object pooling [29], which addresses the problem of object
composition as this paper, max pools the probability or fully
connected features of DCNN extracted from candidate object
regions of a video. Different from [29], our work exploits midlevel features encoded with VLAD for classifier learning.
Other research efforts include temporal modeling [38],
weakly supervised learning [11], [39], hard example mining
[40], and improvement of speed efficiency [41]. In [38], MUTbased recurrent network is employed to model the temporal
dynamics of videos for detection. Weakly supervised learning
is studied in [11], [39] by harnessing web images and videos.
In [11], given a textual event query, Han et al. utilize a
commercial search engine to propose relevant web images,
then rank candidate videos according to their visual similarity
to these images. Both images and videos are first described

cos-sim

l2-dist
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Fig. 3. Euclidean distance (i.e., l2 ) and cosine similarity between “scaled
feature map of RoI” and “feature map of scaled RoI” with different types of
features. Three deep architectures (AlexNet, VGG-19-Net, Deep ResNet-50)
are used.

by DCNN feature and then encoded by the Fisher vector
for generating fixed-length feature representation. To address
the problem of domain shift in learning, Gan et al. propose
a lead-and-exceed network to prune noisy web images and
videos [39]. In [40], Ma et al. observe that negative examples resemble positive videos in different degrees, and hence
propose to iteratively assign soft labels for hard negative
examples to benefit classifier learning. Jiang et.al. in [41]
provide a comprehensive study on how features, classifiers,
and fusion strategies affect computational efficiency in the
current multimodal event detection baseline, and also study the
minimum number of visual/audio frames required to ensure a
good detection performance.
The existing approaches in MER generate either text [42]–
[45] or visual [24], [29], [46]–[50] snippets as evidences.
Except for [42] which synthesizes sentences by knowledge
ontology, the former approaches [43]–[45] mostly prompt a
sparse set of concepts detected in testing videos as evidence.
The concepts are pre-determined as relevant and discriminative
during training from event description or positive samples.
The latter approaches prompt keyframes as thumbnails or
short video fragments as summaries to recount events. A
common way is to locate the fragments [24], [46]–[48], [50]
or objects [29] that exhibit high responses to event-relevant
concepts. More sophisticated approach such as [48] defines
local evidence templates by fragment clustering and formulates
recounting as a quadratic programming problem. DevNet [46]
backprojects the predicted score of an event into the feature
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Fig. 4. Visualizing the neural activations of RoIs with heat map: (left) original
frame with RoI; (middle) feature map of RoI; (right) feature map of scaled
RoI. RoIs are surrounded by the red bounding box. Higher neural responses
are shown in yellow color. This figure is best viewed in color.

map of DCNN and locates pixels that generate high activations
as spatial evidence. Similar in spirit, heat map is superimposed
on evidential frames to indicate regions relevant to an event
[49]. In addition, [50] considers the relevancy and diversity
of evidences, and formulates the selection of evidences as an
integer linear programming problem.
Compared to the existing techniques, the novelty of ObjectVLAD lies in integrating the strengths of different techniques.
Like [24], [44], [47], encoding and decoding of features is
allowed, but Object-VLAD is a more powerful feature for
capturing object information. Although using the same midlevel features and encoding scheme as CNN-VLAD [14],
Object-VLAD encodes object composition in such a way
that secondary objects overlooked by DCNN can still be
captured. This issue is not addressed in CNN-VLAD for
encoding only frame-level feature map of DCNN, where the
neural responses of secondary objects can be overwhelmed
by primary object. Finally, different from our prior work [29]
which accumulates object-level information with max pooling,
Object-VLAD utilizes a more sophisticated pooling technique
based on VLAD encoding. Object-VLAD represents the first
study that incorporates object proposal, deep feature and
VLAD encoding for seamless encoding of object evidences.
Furthermore, our work also results in a new VLAD decoding
algorithm that can effectively enumerate the contributions of
objects to a query event for recounting.
III. LOSS IN D ETAILS
MED requires a fine-granularity understanding of object
cluster in space and time to make sense of an event. The
existing DCNN, nevertheless, is deliberately learned in such
a way that primary object, which occupies a larger portion
of the scene, can be emerged out of surrounding smaller-size
objects for supervised classification. This is essentially due
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to the use of max pooling and softmax layer in enforcing
the response from primary object. While beneficial for singlelabel classification, the learning procedure has overwhelmed
the activation of non-dominant objects. Direct use of DCNN
features will result in over-emphasis of large-size objects and
limit the descriptiveness for MED and MER.
We design an experiment using deep architecture pre-trained
on ImageNet-1000 [15], as shown in Figure 2, to quantify
the “loss-in-details”. The experiment estimates the amount
of regional information being filtered out, by passing video
frames with two different strategies through the network.
Initially, RoIs (regions of interest) of frames are located. The
first strategy extracts and scales each RoI to the original
frame size, followed by feeding to the network to generate
the “feature map of scaled RoI”, denoted as f1 . The second
strategy, instead, inputs the video frame to generate a feature
map. The RoIs are then extracted from the feature map and
scaled accordingly to obtain the “scaled feature map of RoI”,
denoted as f2 . We adopt the same strategy used in [51], [52]
to scale up each sub-feature map of RoI. We expect that
the neural activation of f2 should be similar to f1 , where
background context is removed before feeding to DCNN,
across different layers of network. In other words, information
loss is quantized by the dissimilarity between f1 and f2 , which
provides cue on the degree in which the neural response of f2
is impacted by surrounding background of RoI. To this end, we
estimate the information loss between f1 and f2 by comparing
their cosine similarity and Euclidean distance. The Euclidean
distances are min-max normalized into the 0-1 range. Both
metrics are popularly used for assessing the similarity or
distance between DCNN features for image retrieval [36], [53]
and patch matching [54].
The experiment is conducted using 8,852 RoIs from 415
frames of 10 videos on three separate networks, AlexNet
[15], VGG-19 [16] and ResNet-50 [17]. Figure 3 shows the
distances and similarities of RoI feature maps extracted at
different layers of the network. The distances and similarities
shown are averaged over all the extracted RoIs. The general
trend in these networks is that dissimilarity and distance keep
increasing, implying the loss of regional information in f2 , as
going deeper into the network. Particularly, a sharper drop of
similarity (or local minimum) is observed near max-pooling
layers, for example, conv2-2 and conv3-1 in VGG-19, and
Res2C and Res3A in ResNet-50. Based on the similarity drop
that reaches the value of around 0.4 for all three networks,
we estimate that 60% of regional activation is overwhelmed
in f2 by primary objects. The experiment basically verifies our
claim in information loss due to the use of single-label DCNN,
and the loss is estimated to be as high as 60%.
Figure 4 further visualizes f1 and f2 as heat maps, which
are generated by average pooling of neural responses across
different channels of a feature map. As shown in the middle
column, the primary object receives higher neural activation
than secondary RoI, resulting in low response of f2 . In
contrast, f1 (right), which is cropped and input to DCNN,
still preserves high neural response for secondary RoI.
While the deep network can plausibly be remedied with
loss function tailored for multi-label classification, there is
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Fig. 5. Overview of Object-VLAD. The inputs to DCNN are frames and object candidates proposed by selective search. The extracted deep features represent
the responses from primary object/scene and regional objects respectively, which are encoded with VLAD learnt via K-means. The figure is best viewed in
color.

frame, while RoI-level activation refers to the object candidate
regions sampled from video frames. These features are pooled
temporally and spatially, and then encoded with VLAD into a
compact video descriptor.
A. Primary object or scene

Fig. 6. Deep feature repesentation type. 1) a feature vector from fully
connected layer (solid line), 2) 50 feature vectors from spatial pyramid pooling
of feature maps (dashed line).

no off-the-shelf network available yet for classification up
to a scale of 1,000 multiple labels. Manually collecting a
large number of positive examples for networking training
is extremely time-consuming and cost expensive. Instead, we
propose a new feature, named Object-VLAD, that aggregates
regional information for depicting the rich object composition
in multimedia events.
IV. O BJECT-VLAD
Object-VLAD encodes regional objects in a compact form
for event classifier learning, while allowing flexible decoding
of them into event evidences for recounting. Figure 5 depicts
the flowchart for generation of the Object-VLAD feature,
which encodes the activations of DCNN for every frame and
RoI extracted from a video. Frame-level activation refers to
the feature corresponding to primary object or scene in a

1) Visual descriptors: Visual content can be characterized
by neural activations. Similar to other approaches [14], two
types of neural responses are respectively extracted from the
feature map of the convolutional layer or the vector of the fully
connected layer. We use pool5 to denote the last convolutional
layer, and fc6 (fc7) as the first (second) fully connected
layer. The fc feature undergone rectified linear unit (ReLU)
is further named as fc_relu. Figure 6 depicts the extraction
of deep features. Pool5 (or feature map) is regarded as latent
concept descriptor (LCD) [14] that spatially corresponds to
the receptive fields of a video frame. In Object-VLAD, spatial
pyramid pooling (SPP) is applied to LCD to generate LCDSPP feature, which is empirically verified in [14], [55] as a
more discriminative feature than LCD. As shown in Figure 6,
four different resolutions of spatial pooling is performed to
generate a total of 50 feature vectors from the 7 × 7 feature
map of VGG-19. On the other hand, fc6_relu feature is directly
extracted from DCNN. Finally, a frame can either be depicted
as a bag of LCD-SPPs (50 vectors) or a single fc vector.
Thereby, by temporally collecting frame features, a video v
can be represented by the two types of feature as following

{xx i }i=1,..I
fc
v=
(1)
{xx i, j }i=1,..I;j=1,..J LCD − SPP
where x ∈ RD denotes feature in D dimension, i is index for
frame and j is for LCD-SPP vector. The value of D depends
on the type of DCNN. For example, D = 512 for LCD-SPP
feature from VGG-19 and D=2,048 for LCD-SPP feature from
ResNet-50.
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2) VLAD encoding: Same as [14], LCD-SPP and fc vectors
are respectively encoded by VLAD into two bags-of-features.
For simplicity, we only describe the VLAD encoding for
fc features. First, a fc vector x i is transformed by PCA
(principal components analysis) with whitening to a compact
representation x̂ i ∈ Rd in d < D dimensional space. A video
descriptor v is then represented as a sequence of visual features
N . The sequence is encoded with VLAD dictionary,
X̂ = { x̂ i }i=1
µ1, µ 2, . . . , µ K }, where µ k ∈ Rd is the k-th cluster
denoted as {µ
centroid learned using K-means algorithm. VLAD associates
each feature x̂ i ∈ X̂ of v to a centroid µ k . The association
can be based on hard or soft assignment, and the strength
of association, denoted as qi,k , is restricted by qi,k > 0 and
ÍK
k=1 qi,k = 1. VLAD encodes the residuals between x̂ i and
µk as
rk =

I
Õ

the number of frames and proposals in a video respectively,
the VLAD encoded vector is in the form of
I Õ
N
Õ
lk =
qi,n,k (ŷ i,n − ρ k )
(4)
i=1 n=1

Φ(Ŷ ) = [ll 1, l 2, . . . , l k , . . . , l K ]

(5)

where ρ k represents the k-th cluster centroid of VLAD dictionary and qi,n,k quantifies the association between ŷ i,n and
ρk .
Finally, Object-VLAD is formed by concatenating the
VLAD vectors of primary and regional objects as following
H = [Φ(X̂ ), Φ(Ŷ )]

(6)

V. E VENT D ETECTION AND R ECOUNTING
qi,k (x̂ i − µ k )

(2)

i=1

The VLAD vector is formed by stacking the residuals of
centroids as following
Φ(X̂ ) = [rr 1, r 2, . . . , r k , . . . , r K ]

(3)

To this end, the video descriptor X̂ is encoded as a d · K dimensional histogram Φ(X̂ ) for characterizing primary objects
or scenes across the temporal axis.
B. Regional objects
Despite being potential evidences of a multimedia event,
regional objects (or RoIs) are presumably smaller in size,
obscure in position, and likely to be overwhelmed by primary
DCNN activation. Instead of extracting them as the “scaled
feature map of RoIs”, which will result in loss of information,
Object-VLAD extracts and encodes “feature map of scaled
RoI” as discussed in Section III.
1) Region proposal: Objects can have varying sizes and
appear at any locations of an image. Object localization can
be conducted by windowing techniques [56], [57], which brute
forcely input image patches scanned by multi-scale windows
into DCNN. Although effective, these approaches are computationally expensive. More sophisticated techniques such
as Fast-RCNN [51], which requires supervised learning, can
propose and classify candidate regions. However, these models
are generally limited by the number of object categories
available for training. For example, Fast-RCNN can only scale
up to 200 pre-trained categories. Unsupervised algorithms,
which proposes objects based on local visual properties, are
more appropriate. As video frames suffer from motion blur, we
employ selective search [58] that exploits color and brightness
than the edge and saliency-based methods such as BING [59],
objectness [60] and edge box [61].
2) Visual descriptors & VLAD encoding: Each extracted
proposal undergoes the same procedure as equations (1)-(3)
for VLAD encoding. Denote the resulting video descriptor as
Ŷ = { ŷ i,n }, where ŷ i,n ∈ Rd is the d-dimensional visual feature
of n proposal at i-th video frame. Further denote I and N as

Using Object-VLAD as the features of training examples,
multimedia event detection (MED) can be straightforwardly
performed by classifier learning. We employ linear SVM for
its efficiency in classification. Denote W as the hyperplane
learned by SVM, the decision function of an input video
feature H is
H) = W T H
f (H

(7)

In equation (7), while H captures the distributions of primary and regional objects in a video, the hyperplane anchors
the significances of these distributions. The main idea of
multimedia event recounting (MER) is by “unrolling” H and
capitalizing on W to rank the significances of RoIs. Ideally,
the top-rank RoIs serve as evidences to justify the presence
of event. The unrolling of H is achieved by first substituting
equation (6) into equation (7), resulting in
H ) = Wx T Φ(X̂ ) + Wy T Φ(Ŷ )
f (H

(8)

where Wx and Wy are sub-vectors of W corresponding to Φ(X̂ )
and Φ(Ŷ ) respectively. By combining equations (2)-(5) into
equation (8), the decision function is rewritten as
H) =
f (H

K Õ
I
Õ

qi,kWx,k T (x̂ i − µ k )

k=1 i=1

+
=

K Õ
I Õ
N
Õ

(9)
qi,n,kWy,k (ŷ i,n − ρ k )
T

k=1 i=1 n=1
I
Õ

I Õ
N
Õ

i=1

i=1 n=1

C(x̂ i ) +

C(ŷ i,n )

(10)

where I and N are the numbers of frames and object proposals
respectively. The function C(·) quantifies object significance as
following
C(x̂ i ) =
C(ŷ i,n ) =

K
Õ
k=1
K
Õ

qi,kWx,k T (x̂ i − µ k )

(11)

qi,n,kWy,k T (ŷ i,n − ρ k )

(12)

k=1

where K corresponds to the size of VLAD dictionary, Wx,k
is the sub-vector of Wx referring to k-th cluster centroid, and
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ID
E006
E007
E008
E009
E010
E011
E012
E013
E014
E015

7

EVENTS DEFINED IN

MED13
Event Name
Birthday party
Changing a vehicle tire
Flash mob gathering
Getting a vehicle unstuck
Grooming animal
Making a sandwich
Parade
Parkour
Repairing an appliance
Working on a sewing project

ID
E021
E022
E023
E024
E025
E026
E027
E028
E029
E030

TABLE I
TRECVID MED 14

N
Õ

C(ŷ i,n )

MED 13

MED13 & MED14
Event Name
Attempting a bike trick
Cleaning an appliance
Dog show
Giving directions to a location
Marriage proposal
Renovating a home
Rock climbing
Town hall meeting
Winning a race without a vehicle
Working on a metal crafts project

similarly for Wy,k . By further combining equations (11) and
(12), the contribution of a frame is measured as
C( fi ) = C(x̂ i ) +

AND

(13)

n=1

In short, equation (10) decomposes H into primary and
regional objects, each weighted by either equation (11) or
(12). In this way, MER can prompt different level of evidence,
frames as thumbnails and RoIs as object evidences, by sorting
their respective contributions to the presence of an event.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL S ETTINGS
A. Datasets
Experiments are conducted on TRECVID MED14 [10] and
MED13 datasets [62]. Table I shows the 20 multimedia events
on each dataset, with 10 overlapping events between them.
There are three subsets for each dataset: training, background
and testing sets, where the former two sets are for model
learning and validation. The training set contains 3,000 videos,
including 100 positives examples per event. Background set
has 5,000 videos which may or may not be relevant to the
twenty defined events. The test set contains 30,000 videos
for evaluation purpose. Throughout the subsets, keyframes are
uniformly sampled at the rate of 1 frame per two seconds.
The average length of a video is 2.4 minutes and with 80
keyframes.
B. Settings
1) Regions: Selective search [58] is employed to propose
object regions. “Single strategy” is used to sample around 200
candidates from a keyframe. To avoid costly processing of all
the proposals, a number of criteria is defined for rapid filtering
of false positives. The criteria include pruning regions of tiny
size or elongated shape, and minimize the total overlapping
area among the selected proposals. Specifically, tiny regions
with areas smaller than 10% of the original frame are removed.
The allowable ratio between two regions (b1 , b2 ) is kept to
area(b1 ∩b2 )
< 0.5. With these criteria, the
be overlap = area(b
1 ∪b2 )
average number of proposals for each keyframe is 20. These
regions are subsequently resized into a fixed resolution of
227×227 before feeding into VGG-19 by Caffe [63] for feature
extraction.

ID
E031
E032
E033
E034
E035
E036
E037
E038
E039
E040

DATASETS

MED14
Event Name
Beekeeping
Wedding shower
Non-motorized vehicle repair
Fixing musical instrument
Horse riding competition
Felling a tree
Parking a vehicle
Playing fetch
Tailgating
Tuning a musical instrument

2) VLAD: The encoding of video features follows the
optimal setting suggested by [14]. The deep feature, either
extracted from fc6_relu or LCD-SPP, is first reduced to a
256-dimensional vector by PCA with whitening. The VLAD
dictionary is learned on a dataset with 520,000 features
randomly sampled from training and background sets. Kmeans is employed to cluster the features into 256 clusters.
The implementation of VLAD encoding is based on VLFeat
toolbox [64].
3) Evaluation: Two scenarios, learning with abundant
(100Ex) and very few (10Ex) training examples, are considered. In 100Ex setting, a total of 100 positive examples
per event is provided for classifier learning versus 10 positive
examples in 10Ex.
4) Event classifier learning: Linear SVM, provided by
LIBSVM toolbox [65], is employed for classifier training. The
penalty parameter C in SVM is determined via 5-fold crossvalidation. The same value of C is used in both 100Ex and
10Ex tasks.
VII. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
A. Event detection
All the DCNN models, such as AlexNet, VGG-19, ResNet50, are pre-trained on ImageNet 1000 dataset [66]. The
performance evaluation is based on mean average precision
(mAP). Figure 7 contrasts the per event mAP of ObjectVLAD with CNN-VLAD baseline, which encodes only framelevel features, on the MED14 dataset. When using fc6_relu
as the feature, Object-VLAD outperforms baseline for 19 out
of 20 events in both 100Ex and 10Ex tasks. The relative
improvements are 14.5% and 27.6% respectively. A similar
level of improvement is also noted when using LCD-SPP as
the features.
To further provide empirical insights, Figure 8 shows the
11-point interpolated precision-recall curves for events, where
Object-VLAD attain relative large (a) and minor (b) improvement. For events such as “dog show” (E023), the scene
is often cluttered with objects such as “dog”, “fence” and
“carpet”. While CNN-VLAD tends to overlook scene content
for these events, Object-VLAD manages to capture and encode
some of these objects as features and thus exhibits a better
performance. In contrast, for events involving mainly single
object such as “bicycle” in “bike trick” (E021) or object in
small size such as “engagement ring” in “marriage proposal”
(E025), there is no obvious difference between Object-VLAD
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Fig. 7. MED14 100Ex/10Ex per event performance comparison with fc6_relu feature (left) and LCD-SPP feature (right).
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Fig. 8. Interpolated precision-recall curves for 100Ex task on MED14 dataset using fc6_relu features.
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(a) Four events with relatively large mAP improvement.
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(b) Four events with insignificant mAP improvement.

and CNN-VLAD. As observed, Object-VLAD is capable of
boosting the ranking of positive videos when relevant objects
are sampled for VLAD encoding (Figure 8 a), while not
adversely impact performance even if irrelevant regions are
included (Figure 8 b).
To verify that the improvement introduced by Object-VLAD
is not by chance, we employ partial randomization test to
compare per event query performance obtained by ObjectVLAD and the baseline. Detail settings include 20,000 random
permutations, with a null hypothesis that the improvement
is brought by chance. Randomization test shows that ObjectVLAD is significantly different from CNN-VLAD at the level
of p = 0.05, where the p−value is close to 0 indicates the
rejection of null hypothesis. The tool1 of randomization test
1 http://www.nlpir.nist.gov/projects/t01v/trecvid.tools/randomization.testing/

is provided by TRECVID organizer.

B. Impacts of visual descriptors
Next, we study the robustness of Object-VLAD when
fc7_relu and LCD-SPP features are in use. The features are
extracted from VGG-19 and ResNet-50 architectures. Table II
lists the performance of Object-VLAD in comparison to two
implementations of CNN-VLAD. Basically, the performance
keeps improving with better features (LCD-SPP) and more
powerful architectures (ResNet-50). Object-VLAD consistently outperforms baselines across features and architectures
in both 100Ex and 10Ex tasks. For VGG-19, a larger degree of
improvement is noted for Object-VLAD when using fc6_relu
and fc7_relu than LCD-SPP.
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TABLE II
P ERFORMANCE COMPARISON ( M AP)

USING DIFFERENT VISUAL
DESCRIPTORS

(a) MED14-100Ex

CNN-VLAD [14]
Our implementation
Object-VLAD

fc7_relu
(VGG-19)
0.315
0.311
0.364

CNN-VLAD [14]
Our implementation
Object-VLAD

fc7_relu
(VGG-19)
0.175
0.229

fc6_relu
(VGG-19)
0.326
0.322
0.369

LCD-SPP
(VGG-19)
0.357
0.353
0.380

LCD-SPP
(ResNet-50)
0.386
0.40

LCD-SPP
(VGG-19)
0.232
0.229
0.254

LCD-SPP
(ResNet-50)
0.253
0.272

(b) MED14-10Ex
fc6_relu
(VGG-19)
0.192
0.245

C. Impacts of regional objects
TABLE III
MED14-100E X : P ERFORMANCES OF ENCODING FRAMES , REGIONS AND
BOTH

MED14-100Ex
MED14-10Ex

CNN-VLAD
0.353
0.229

Region-VLAD
0.369
0.253

Object-VLAD
0.380
0.254

We further assess the contribution of Object-VLAD in
encoding primary scene (CNN-VLAD) and regional objects
(Region-VLAD). Based on LCD-SPP features, Table III shows
the contributions of each component in Object-VLAD. For the
100Ex and 10Ex tasks, Region-VLAD exhibits higher mAP
than CNN-VLAD. As both features are complementary to each
other, overall higher mAP is attained for 100Ex and 10Ex
when both components are fused.
D. Results for multiple features fusion
TABLE IV
C OMPARISON OF MULTI - FEATURES FUSION ON MED14 DATASET.

CNN-VLAD (fc6, fc7, LCD-SPP) [14]
Our implementation (fc6_relu, LCD-SPP)
Object-VLAD (fc6_relu, LCD-SPP)

MED14-100Ex
0.368
0.354
0.387

MED14-10Ex
0.245
0.235
0.268

Fusing multiple features are likely to introduce further
improvement and Table IV lists the performance. The CNNVLAD implementation in [14] reports improvement with the
late fusion of three different features. The improvement, nevertheless, is not higher than Object-VLAD even when using
only fc6_relu or LCD-SPP. For Object-VLAD, further but less
significant improvement in mAP is noticed when fc6_relu and
LCD-SPP are used. In short, encoding of regional objects
appears more critical in boosting event detection performance
than multi-feature fusion.
E. Analysis of Speed Efficiency
Unlike CNN-VLAD that operates directly on frame-level
features, Object-VLAD quantizes fine-grained regional-level
features. As the Object-VLAD trades computational cost for

9

detection performance, speed efficiency is undoubtedly degraded. The longer processing speed is caused by region
proposal using selective search and repeated extraction of
regional feature for each proposal. On a Tesla K40 GPU,
Object-VLAD is about 24 times slower than CNN-VLAD.
For a video of 80 sampled frames, Object-VLAD takes 513
seconds versus CNN-VLAD that requires 21 seconds for
feature extraction.
To investigate the trade-off between speed and retrieval
accuracy, we implement a variant of Object-VLAD based on
“scaled feature map of RoI” using R-FCN [67]. As illustrated
in Figure 2, the neural activations corresponding to RoIs are
extracted from feature map for VLAD encoding. The R-FCN is
trained with ResNet-50 backbone using 818 object categories.
With this implementation, Object-VLAD is sped up by 18
times at the expense of retrieval accuracy. Using LCD-SPP as
the feature, the mAP drops from 0.40 to 0.392 for MED14100Ex and from 0.272 to 0.270 for MED14-10Ex.
F. Comparison to the other methods
TABLE V
C OMPARISON OF O BJECT-VLAD WITH THE OTHER VIDEO
REPRESENTATIONS .

IDT-FV [6]
VideoStory [27]
VideoStory [24]
BoF [24]
Object Pooling [29]
DevNet (SVM) [46]
DevNet (KR) [46]
CNN-VLAD [14]
Our Implementation
(LCD-SPP)
Object-VLAD
(LCD-SPP)

MED14
100Ex
0.255
0.259
0.276
0.312
0.329
0.333
0.357
0.353

MED14
10Ex
0.122
0.193
0.232
0.229

MED13
100Ex
0.326
0.403
0.425

MED13
10Ex
0.196
0.256
0.272

0.380

0.254

0.45

0.292

Next, we compare Object-VLAD with several state-ofthe-art results reported on MED14 and MED13 datasets.
As listed in Table V, except IDT-FV [6] and VideoStory
[27] which are based on hand-crafted motion features, the
remaining approaches are based on deep features extracted
from DCNN. These approaches cover a wide variety of
strategies in encoding visual features for boosting detection
performance. VideoStory utilizes embedding features learnt
jointly by motion features and textual video descriptions. BoF
[24] smartly selects discriminative fragments from training
videos to learn the bag-of-fragments dictionary for feature
encoding. Object Pooling [29] represents object regions as
histograms of concept responses and max pools the histograms
as video descriptor. DevNet [46], on the other hand, explores
the correlation among 20 events defined in MED14 dataset for
learning better frame-level features that ideally also encode
the objects salient to events. Using the features, two separate
classifiers, SVM and KR (kernel ridge regression) are then
trained for event detection. Different from these approaches,
Object-VLAD treats each event independently, directly exploits regional cues and encodes features with VLAD. For fair
comparison, both Object-VLAD and CNN-VLAD use LCDSPP as visual descriptor.
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As shown in Table V, Object-VLAD achieves the overall
best performance for both 100Ex and 10Ex tasks on MED
datasets. The advantage of VLAD is evidenced by a large
improvement when compared to Object Pooling [29] which
encodes regional features with max pooling. More importantly,
the result empirically confirms that the merit of encoding
object information is more than the strategies that exploit
multi-modal features (VideoStory) [27] and temporally significant fragments (BoF) [24]. Even compared to DevNet [46]
which strives to learn features relevant to object evidences by
exploring inter-event correlation, Object-VLAD still exhibits
much better performance. Furthermore, BoF and DevNet,
different from Object-VLAD, are not applicable to the 10Ex
task requiring sufficient number of training samples to learn
discriminative features.
G. Event recounting
Multimedia event recounting (MER) summarizes a retrieved
video by presenting visual snippets composed of frames or
clips as evidences. In TRECVID benchmarking activity [68],
the evaluation is conducted by recruiting evaluators to score
the quality of visual snippets. In this experiment, our purpose
is to assess the relevancy of snippets, rather than the quality
in numerical score, in explaining the presence of events. As
the relevance can be objectively judged with binary decision
(yes or no), we manually label the keyframes of each positive
videos as evidential or non-evidential frames. With this, we
propose two new measures named negative average precision
(NAP) and average irrelevant rate (AIR) for evaluation. NAP
assesses the average precision in which non-evidential frames
are ranked, while AIR measures the error rate in suggesting
non-evidence frames. The input to these measures is a rank
list of video frames sorted in descending order based on their
contributions to the presence of an event. Denote tn as the tnth non-evidential frame and rank(tn) as the position of tn in
the list of length l. Then NAP and AIR are defined as below
to assess the quality of the sorted list:
M
M − tn
1 Õ
N AP =
|M | tn=1 l − rank(tn)
M
1 Õ
tn
AI R =
|M | tn=1 rank(tn)

(14)

TABLE VI
C OMPARISON OF E VENT R ECOUNTING RESULTS WITH DIFFERENT VIDEO
REPRESENTATIONS (NAP / AIR).

E021
E022
E023
E024
E025
E026
E027
E028
E029
E030
E031
E032
E033
E034
E035
E036
E037
E038
E039
E040
Mean

Nonevidenced
frames (%)
43.8
43.1
23.3
79.0
69.8
13.2
7.9
9.7
31.0
6.0
20.5
31.5
9.5
10.8
14.7
23.4
12.0
32.8
6.6
12.1
25.0

ISOMER(%)

60.0
59.5
49.9
79.1
65.9
40.4
22.0
35.0
54.1
10.1
51.7
38.4
26.0
64.9
38.3
43.3
20.1
40.2
30.0
38.5
43.4

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

31.7
33.8
14.3
79.2
70.7
21.8
12.4
25.9
16.3
25.0
33.1

CNNVLAD
(%)
61.5 / 31.2
58.7 / 33.2
53.9 / 14.4
81.5 / 78.3
72.6 / 67.2
44.8 / 23.7 / 68.0 / 54.2 / 21.0
15.2 / 60.1 / 12.1
38.4 / 25.0
44.1 / 50.4 / 36.2 / 36.6 / 16.5
25.5 / 66.8 / 24.7
29.9 / 38.7 / 48.0 / 32.3

ISOMERObject(%)

ObjectVLAD(%)

62.0 / 31.1
59.6 / 33.6
54.9 / 14.0
79.5 / 76.9
68.9 / 69.2
42.9 / 20.2 / 42.2 / 57.8 / 21.2
11.1 / 55.0 / 12.2
40.7 / 25.9
24.5 / 68.6 / 46.0 / 42.5 / 16.3
19.6 / 49/.0 / 23.5
30.6 / 35.2 / 45.5 / 32.4

58.6
66.5
58.9
83.9
72.3
55.7
24.5
80.9
58.4
28.1
67.6
42.8
50.9
72.9
54.1
38.9
31.0
70.6
38.0
49.0
55.2

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

31.3
32.1
14.0
76.3
67.0
20.9
// 11.7
/ 23.9
//// 16.0
// 23.3
/// 31.6

frames based on Equation (13), and similarly for CNN-VLAD
based on Equation (11). Both approaches use fc6_relu features
extracted from VGG-19. For ISOMER, the video descriptor is
generated based on average pooling of frame-level features,
which are histograms of concept response. For fair comparison, the features for ISOMER are also extracted from VGG-19
and the event classifiers are trained based on linear SVM. To
demonstrate the power of encoding regional objects, we also
implement a variant named ISOMER-Object, which similar to
Object-VLAD employs selective search for region proposals
and averagely pools the fc6_relu feature of proposals as video
descriptor. The implementations are detailed below.
•

ISOMER [44]: The video descriptor is averagely pooled
from frame-level features x̂ i as:
I

X̂ AV E =

1Õ
x̂ i
I i=1

(16)

where I is the number of frames. Given a video descriptor,
the decision function of a linear SVM classifier is
(15)

where M denotes the number of non-evidential frames in a
positive video.
Note that higher value of NAP and lower value of AIR
indicate better recounting capability. Basically, NAP imposes
punishment when evidential frames are ranked at the bottom of
the list, and AIR penalizes the list where non-evidential frames
are ranked high. To construct ground-truth for evaluation, we
label the keyframes of a positive video as either evidential or
non-evidential. The former refers to the case that a keyframe
contains objects that could evidence the presence of an event,
and vice versa.
We compare the performance of Object-VLAD with CNNVLAD and ISOMER [44]. Object-VLAD sorts evidential

f (X̂ AV E ) = W T X̂ AV E =

I
Õ
1
i=1

I

W T x̂ i

(17)

and the contribution score C( fi ) of a frame fi is calculated
as:
1
C( fi ) = W T x̂ i
I

(18)

With sigmoid function, C( fi ) is further transformed into
a confidence score P( fi ):
P( fi ) =

1
1+

e−I ·C( fi )

∝ C( fi )

(19)
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(a) Bike Trick (E021): the suggested evidences are the "bike".

(b) Dog Show (E023): a number of object evidences such as “dog" and “fence" are suggested.

(c) Tuning a musical instrument (E040): a number of object evidences such as “person" and “musical instrument" are suggested.
Fig. 9. Examples of top-5 evidences for three different events. Each row shows a video and the evidences are sorted from left to right. The figure is best
viewed in color.
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ISOMER-Object: The video descriptor H is composed of
two parts with average pooling of frame-level and regionlevel features respectively, as following:
H = [X̂ AV E , Ŷ AV E ]
" I
#
I Õ
N
Õ1 Õ
1
=
x̂ i,
ŷ i,n
I
NI
i=1
i=1 n=1

(20)
(21)

where N is the number of regions. With linear SVM, the
decision function is:
I
I Õ
N
Õ
Õ
1
1
H ) = Wx T
f (H
x̂ i + Wy
ŷ i,n
(22)
I
N
I
i=1
i=1 n=1
!
I
N
Õ
Õ
1
T1
ŷ i,n
(23)
=
Wx x̂ i + Wy
I
NI
i=1
n=1
and the contribution score of a frame is calculated as:
N
Õ
1
1
ŷ i,n
C( fi ) = Wx T x̂ i + Wy
(24)
I
N
I
n=1
Same as (19), C( fi ) is transformed into a confidence score
P( fi ).
The experiment is conducted on MED14 dataset for 100Ex
task and the result is listed in Table VI for NAP and AIR.
For AIR, we exclude the events whose percentage of nonevidential frames is less than 15%. For these events, majority
of frames are evidential and there is no significant difference
among these approaches. Basically, for all the approaches, the
performance is inversely proportional to the percentage of nonevidential frames. For NAP, we consider all the events since
the measure assesses the ability of ranking evidential frames
as high as possible. Different from AIR, the performance
generally decreases as the percentage of non-evidential frames
reduces.
In both NAP and AIR, as evidenced by both Object-VLAD
and ISOMER-Object, object-level encoding leads to consistent
improvement over frame-level encoding. In addition, VLAD
encoding also exhibits better performance than average pooling. Overall Object-VLAD attains the best performance among
the four approaches. The degree of improvement in terms of
NAP is noticeably larger than AIR, which basically hints the
better capability of Object-VLAD in ranking evidential frames.
While Table VI assess the frame-level evidence, Figure 9
lists some examples of object evidences recounted by ObjectVLAD. For some events such as “bike trick” (E021), there
is only one type of prominent object evidence. Reversely,
for events such as “dog show” (E023) where the key object “dog” is in small size, more object evidences will be
suggested. Additionally, for complex events like “tuning a
musical instrument” (E40), objects including performers and
instruments are proposed as evidences. In this event, framelevel interaction between person and instrument is frequently
observed, and equation (12) assigns high weights to both
objects for recounting.
To verify that the performance improvement is not by
chance, we conduct significance tests using the same settings as Section VII-A for both NAP and AIR. First, the
performance of Object-VLAD is verified to be significantly

different from CNN-VLAD at p = 0.05, showing the contribution of object-level representation. Second, VLAD decoding
also exhibits significantly better performance at p = 0.05,
when comparing Object-VLAD to ISOMER-Object and CNNVLAD to ISOMER.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
We have presented Object-VLAD in overcoming the drawback of DCNN features. We show the effectiveness of keeping
secondary object information, by incorporating object proposal, DCNN mid-level feature and VLAD encoding into
a pipeline for MED and MER. Consistent improvement of
Object-VLAD over different branches of approaches empirically verifies our claim that recovering the “loss-in-details”
in DCNN is essential for multimedia event description. Currently, Object-VLAD does not consider mining of eventdiscriminative fragments and objects during VLAD encoding,
which has been verified in [24] as critical in excluding
irrelevant clips from event classifier learning. Future direction
includes incorporation of visual attention model such as in
[69] into feature encoding. In addition, scarcity in positive
training examples for multimedia event detection is always
a challenge. Active learning strategies such as [70], [71] are
promising direction to enhance the robustness of detection.
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